Bibliotheca Anti Quakeriana Smith Joseph 0
recent publications - journalss - cf. entry in smith, bibl. anti-q., 292, for william mitchell's a dialogue
between a quaker and a stable christian which was answered in robert barclay's truth cleared, 1670, 6 x 10.5
three line title - cambridge university press - 1 see, for example, joseph smith, bibliotheca antiquakeriana: a catalogue of books adverse to the society of friends (london, 1873; rpt. new york: kraus, 1963).
investigation of collaborative browsing and the ... - investigation of collaborative browsing and the
consequences for library systems design: an ethnographic account of searchings* local production a
collection of quaker writings at nijmegen university ... - joseph smith's a descriptive catalogue of
friends' books (2 vols., london, 1867) is the primary bibliographical source and further the wing, estc, nstc5 or
national union catalog reference number, if available, is given. provenance inscriptions and other manuscript
notes are recorded as well. viewing the collection as a whole one sees that especially the middle of the
eighteenth century is ... an early american writer against quakerism - project muse - joseph smith,
bibliotheca anti-quakeriana, 1873, p. 390, gives the entry very incompletely. so does the british museum
catalogue under " du brez (guy)," misspelling scotton as " s(catton)." a fuller entry is in the catalogue of the
thomason tracts, 1640-1661, london, 1908, vol. ii, p. 443. early american writer against quakerism 7 they are)
satanical illusions by the old wily serpent; under ... 09hlq7603 445-482 huntington6.75x10b - smith,
joseph. bibliotheca anti-quakeriana, or a catalogue of books adverse to the society of friends, alphabetically
arranged, with biographical notices of the authors . tace sowle-raylton (1666–1749) and the circulation
of ... - tace sowle-raylton (1666–1749) and the circulation of books in the london quaker community louisiane
ferlier centre for editing lives and letters, university college london, uk pennsylvania bibliographies journalsu - pennsylvania bibliographies compiled by henry putney beers, ph.d. ... a catalogue of quakeriana
and anti-quaker literature, new york, schulte's book store, cata- logue no. 75, 1917, 24 pp. smith, joseph, a
descriptive catalogue of friends' books, or books written by members of the society of friends, 2 v., london,
1867, 1027, 984 pp. smith, joseph, bibliotheca anti-quakeriana: or a catalogue ... the bible, the creation,
and the inward light - 1 see numerous entries listed in joseph smith, bibliotheca anti-quakeriana; or, a
catalogue of books adverse to the society of friends (london: joseph smith, 1873). bi; bacon, margaret
hope; - hawaiiquaker - honolulu friends meeting library listing - sorted by title hoq; edwin b. bronner ed.;
american quakers today; philadephia, pa: friends world committee, american section and fellowship council,
the journal - template repository - they are under the eye of custodians possessing some anti quarian
taste. the friends of the seventeenth century were commonly too busy, or suffering too severely from
persecution, to devote much time to historical questions ; yet it is interesting to recall how george fox incited
some of his more learned colleagues to investigate the ecclesiastical history of the marriage ceremony, when
he ... cotton mather and the quakers - project muse - cotton mather and the quakers by louis weeks, iii*
cotton mather, the personification of crystalized puritanism, has represented traditionally the arraigned antiquaker forces. the christian s gain by death. a funeral sermon occasion d ... - the christian s gain by
death. a funeral sermon occasion d by the death of the reverend mr. joseph stennett, late minister of the
gospel. preach d by nathanael hodges.
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